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Fundamentals Of Engineering Tribology With
Applications
The interdisciplinary nature of tribology encompasses knowledge drawn from disciplines such
as mechanical engineering, materials science, chemistry and physics. The interaction between
these different fields of knowledge to achieve the final result, the control of friction and wear, is
reviewed in this volume. This interdisciplinary approach has proven to be a very successful
way of analysing friction and wear problems. In many cases tribology is viewed as an
inaccessible subject which does not produce useful answers. In this volume the authors
redress this problem by providing a comprehensive treatment of the subject. A basic feature of
the book is the emphasis on describing various concepts in an accessible manner for the
benefit of non-specialists. This principle is applied from the beginning of the book, where the
reader is introduced to the fundamental concept of tribology. This concept is then often used to
show how the various topics in tribology are interrelated to form one coherent subject. A direct
graphical illustration of the mechanisms controlling tribological phenomena is presented.
Carefully prepared diagrams allow rapid appreciation of the basic ideas and facts in tribology.
The numerical analysis of hydrodynamic lubrication is supported by a number of computer
programs which are included in the book. The control of wear is given extensive treatment with
a thorough discussion of lubricant additives, solid lubricants and surface coatings. The
effectiveness of coatings in suppressing specific forms of wear is analyzed together with the
methods of coatings deposition. The book contains 474 figures and 44 tables. More than 1000
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references are provided to give the reader access to more specialized information if required.
The volume is intended to provide graduates in engineering or materials science with an
understanding of the fundamental concepts of friction, wear and lubrication.
Integrating very interesting results from the most important R & D project ever made in
Germany, this book offers a basic understanding of tribological systems and the latest
developments in reduction of wear and energy consumption by tribological measures. This
ready reference and handbook provides an analysis of the most important tribosystems using
modern test equipment in laboratories and test fields, the latest results in material selection
and wear protection by special coatings and surface engineering, as well as with lubrication
and lubricants. This result is a quick introduction for mechanical engineers and laboratory
technicians who have to monitor and evaluate lubricants, as well as for plant maintenance
personnel, engineers and chemists in the automotive and transportation industries and in all
fields of mechanical manufacturing industries, researchers in the field of mechanical
engineering, chemistry and material sciences.
Friction, lubrication, adhesion, and wear are prevalent physical phenomena in everyday life
and in many key technologies. This book incorporates a bottom-up approach to friction,
lubrication, and wear into a versatile textbook on tribology. This is done by focusing on how
these tribological phenomena occur on the small scale -- the atomic to the micrometer scale --
a field often called nanotribology. The book covers the microscopic origins of the common
tribological concepts of roughness, elasticity, plasticity, friction coefficients, and wear
coefficients. Some macroscale concepts (like elasticity) scale down well to the micro- and
atomic-scale, while other macroscale concepts (like hydrodynamic lubrication) do not. In
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addition, this book also has chapters on topics not typically found in tribology texts: surface
energy, surface forces, lubrication in confined spaces, and the atomistic origins of friction and
wear. These chapters cover tribological concepts that become increasingly important at the
small scale: capillary condensation, disjoining pressure, contact electrification, molecular
slippage at interfaces, atomic scale stick-slip, and atomic bond breaking. Throughout the book,
numerous examples are provided that show how a nanoscale understanding of tribological
phenomena is essential to the proper engineering of important modern technologies such as
MEMS, disk drives, and nanoimprinting. For the second edition, all the chapters have been
revised and updated to incorporate the most recent advancements in nanoscale tribology.
Another important enhancement to the second edition is the addition of problem sets at the
end of each chapter.
The word tribology was fIrst reported in a landmark report by P. Jost in 1966 (Lubrication
(Tribology)--A Report on the Present Position and Industry's Needs, Department of Education
and Science, HMSO, London). Tribology is the science and technology of two interacting
surfaces in relative motion and of related subjects and practices. The popular equivalent is
friction, wear and lubrication. The economic impact of the better understanding of tribology of
two interacting surfaces in relative motion is known to be immense. Losses resulting from
ignorance of tribology amount in the United States alone to about 6 percent of its GNP or about
$200 billion dollars per year (1966), and approximately one-third of the world's energy
resources in present' use, appear as friction in one form or another. A fundamental
understanding of the tribology of the head-medium interface in magnetic recording is crucial to
the future growth of the $100 billion per year information storage industry. In the emerging
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microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) industry, tribology is also recognized as a limiting
technology. The advent of new scanning probe microscopy (SPM) techniques (starting with the
invention of the scanning tunneling microscope in 1981) to measure surface topography,
adhesion, friction, wear, lubricant-fIlm thickness, mechanical properties all on a micro to
nanometer scale, and to image lubricant molecules and the availability of supercomputers to
conduct atomic-scale simulations has led to the development of a new fIeld referred to as
Microtribology, Nanotribology, or Molecular Tribology (see B. Bhushan, J. N. Israelachvili and
U.
Tribology covers the fundamentals of tribology and the tribological response of all types of
materials, including metals, ceramics, and polymers. The book provides a solid scientific
foundation without relying on extensive mathematics, an approach that will allow readers to
formulate appropriate solutions when faced with practical problems. Topics considered include
fundamentals of surface topography and contact, friction, lubrication, and wear. The book also
presents up-to-date discussions on the treatment of wear in the design process, tribological
applications of surface engineering, and materials for sliding and rolling bearings. Tribology will
be valuable to engineers in the field of tribology, mechanical engineers, physicists, chemists,
materials scientists, and students. Features Provides an excellent general introduction to the
friction, wear, and lubrication of materials Presents a balanced comparison of the tribological
behavior of metals, ceramics, and polymers Includes discussions on tribological applications of
surface engineering and materials for sliding and rolling bearings Emphasizes the scientific
foundation of tribology Discusses the treatment of wear in the design process Uses SI units
throughout and refers to U.S., U.K., and other European standards and material designations
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Fundamentals of Tribology deals with the fundamentals of lubrication, friction and wear, as well
as mechanics of contacting surfaces and their topography. It begins by introducing the reader
to the importance of tribology in everyday life and offers a brief history of the subject. It then
describes the nature of rough surfaces and the mechanics of contacting elastic solids and their
deformation under load and friction in their relative motion. The book goes on to discuss the
importance of lubricant rheology with respect to viscosity and density. Then, the principles of
hydrodynamic lubrication are covered with derivations of the governing Reynolds and energy
equations. Applications of hydrodynamic lubrication in various forms of bearings -- journal
bearings, thrust bearings and externally pressurised bearings -- are outlined. The important
and still evolving subject of elastohydrodynamic lubrication is treated in some detail, both at its
fundamentals and its applications in thin shell or overlay bearings, cam-followers and internal
combustion engine pistons. The fundamentals of biotribology are also covered, particularly its
applications to endo-articular mammalian joints such as hip and knee joints and their
arthroplasty. In addition, there is a treatment of the rapidly emerging knowledge of tribological
phenomena in lightly loaded vanishing conjunctions (nanotribology), in natural systems and
very small devices, such as MEMS and high density data storage media. There is also a new
chapter on the rapidly emerging subject of surface texturing to promote retention of
microreservoirs of lubricant, acting as microbearings and improving lubrication of otherwise
poorly lubricated conjunctions. This book targets the undergraduate and postgraduate body as
well as engineering professionals in industry, where often a quick solution or understanding of
certain tribological fundamentals is sought. The book can also form an initial basis for those
interested in research into certain aspects of tribology.
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A fully updated version of the popular Introduction to Tribology, the second edition of this
leading tribology text introduces the major developments in the understanding and
interpretation of friction, wear and lubrication. Considerations of friction and wear have been
fully revised to include recent analysis and data work, and friction mechanisms have been
reappraised in light of current developments. In this edition, the breakthroughs in tribology at
the nano- and micro- level as well as recent developments in nanotechnology and magnetic
storage technologies are introduced. A new chapter on the emerging field of green tribology
and biomimetics is included. Introduces the topic of tribology from a mechanical engineering,
mechanics and materials science points of view Newly updated chapter covers both the
underlying theory and the current applications of tribology to industry Updated write-up on
nanotribology and nanotechnology and introduction of a new chapter on green tribology and
biomimetics
This book describes available tribology technologies and introdces a comprehensive overview
of tribology. General, up-to-date knowledge on how tribology is approached in various related
areas of research, both experimental and computational is provided.
An ideal textbook for a first tribology course and a reference for designers and
researchers, Engineering Tribology gives the reader interdisciplinary
understanding of tribology including materials constraints. Real design problems
and solutions, such as those for journal and rolling element bearings, cams and
followers, and heavily loaded gear teeth, elucidate concepts and motivate
understanding. The hallmark of this work is the integration of qualitative and
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quantitative material from a wide variety of disciplines including physics,
materials science, surface and lubricant chemistry, with traditional engineering
approaches. Reviewers have praised the coverage of: both elastic and plastic
stresses at surfaces in contact; the mechanisms of friction, wear and surface
distress, and wear; thick pressurized fluid films in both hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic bearings; elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication; boundary lubrication
mechanisms; dry and marginally lubricated bearing design; the design of rolling
contacts and bearings.
This volume provides an overview of tribology and a forum for diverse views on
this crucial subject.
Solid Lubrication Fundamentals and Applications description of the adhesion,
friction, abrasion, and wear behavior of solid film lubricants and related
tribological materials, including diamond and diamond-like solid films. The book
details the properties of solid surfaces, clean surfaces, and contaminated
surfaces as well as discussing the structu
As the subject of tribology comprises lubrication, friction and wear of contact
components highly relevant to practical applications, it challenges scientists from
chemistry, physics and materials engineering around the world on todays
sophisticated experimental and theoretical foundation to complex interdisciplinary
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research. Recent results and developments are preferably presented and
evaluated in the context of established knowledge. Consisting of eleven chapters
divided into the four parts of Lubrication and Properties of Lubricants, Boundary
Lubrication Applications, Testing and Modeling, and Sustainability of
Tribosystems, this textbook therefore merges basic concepts with new findings
and approaches. Tribology Fundamentals and Advancements, supported by
competent authors, aims to convey current research trends in the light of the
state of the art to students, scientists and practitioners and help them solve their
problems.
Tribology is an unfamiliar term for many, but is experienced by all. It is the
science of friction, wear and lubrication of contacting surfaces in relative motion.
The aim of this book is to introduce the fundamentals of tribology as well as its
challenges in extreme operating conditions. The book comprises a historical
background and an introduction to familiarize both undergraduate and
postgraduate readers with such an important topic. It addresses a
comprehensive coverage of classical tribology of solid contacts, friction
mechanics, wear mechanisms and lubrication technologies. The tribology of
polymer composites, MEMS and NEMS are explored. In addition, tribology of
automotive components is presented, as are tribological applications in many
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practical situations.Various test methods used in evaluating wear are reviewed.
Diverse techniques applied in predicting wear behavior by mathematical models,
FE modeling and ANN approach are discussed. The book reviews key features
of extraordinary conditions associated with, but not limited to, harsh
environments, severe sliding and poor lubrication challenges. A basic
understanding of failure modes in tribological systems is covered. The state-of-
the-art research on tribology under these extreme conditions is extensively
discussed, which will be of interest to researchers. The book highlights solutions
for extreme tribology problems and provides an overview of various factors
affecting tribosystems in harsh conditions.
Engineering tribology is a subfield of mechanical engineering and it also has
elements of material sciences. It is concerned with the topics like wear,
lubrication and friction. It studies the changes and differences which occur in
bodies when they interact while being in motion. The aim of this text is to provide
students with the basic concepts of engineering tribology. It is complied in such a
way that it gives in-depth knowledge of the fundamentals of this subject to the
students. Some of the diverse topics covered in this book address the varied
branches that fall under this category. This textbook, with its detailed analyses
and data, will prove immensely beneficial to students involved in this area at
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various levels.
As with the previous edition, the third edition of Engineering Tribology provides a
thorough understanding of friction and wear using technologies such as
lubrication and special materials. Tribology is a complex topic with its own
terminology and specialized concepts, yet is vitally important throughout all
engineering disciplines, including mechanical design, aerodynamics, fluid
dynamics and biomedical engineering. This edition includes updated material on
the hydrodynamic aspects of tribology as well as new advances in the field of
biotribology, with a focus throughout on the engineering applications of tribology.
This book offers an extensive range if illustrations which communicate the basic
concepts of tribology in engineering better than text alone. All chapters include an
extensive list of references and citations to facilitate further in-depth research and
thorough navigation through particular subjects covered in each chapter. *
Includes newly devised end-of-chapter problems * Provides a comprehensive
overview of the mechanisms of wear, lubrication and friction in an accessible
manner designed to aid non-specialists. * Gives a reader-friendly approach to the
subject using a graphic illustrative method to break down the typically complex
problems associated with tribology.
Covering the fundamental principles of bearing selection, design, and tribology,
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this book discusses basic physical principles of bearing selection, lubrication,
design computations, advanced bearings materials, arrangement, housing, and
seals, as well as recent developments in bearings for high-speed aircraft
engines. The author explores unique solutions to challenging design problems
and presents rare case studies, such as hydrodynamic and rolling-element
bearings in series and adjustable hydrostatic pads for large bearings. He focuses
on the design considerations and calculations specific to hydrodynamic journal
bearings, hydrostatic bearings, and rolling element bearings.
Insightful working knowledge of friction, lubrication, and wear in machines Applications of
tribology are widespread in industries ranging from aerospace, marine and automotive to
power, process, petrochemical and construction. With world-renowned expert co-authors from
academia and industry, Applied Tribology: Lubrication and Bearing Design, 3rd Edition
provides a balance of application and theory with numerous illustrative examples. The book
provides clear and up-to-date presentation of working principles of lubrication, friction and wear
in vital mechanical components, such as bearings, seals and gears. The third edition has
expanded coverage of friction and wear and contact mechanics with updated topics based on
new developments in the field. Key features: Includes practical applications, homework
problems and state-of-the-art references. Provides presentation of design procedure. Supplies
clear and up-to-date information based on the authors’ widely referenced books and over 500
archival papers in this field. Applied Tribology: Lubrication and Bearing Design, 3rd Edition
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provides a valuable and authoritative resource for mechanical engineering professionals
working in a wide range of industries with machinery including turbines, compressors, motors,
electrical appliances and electronic components. Senior and graduate students in mechanical
engineering will also find it a useful text and reference.
Principles and Applications of Tribology provides a mechanical engineering perspective of the
fundamental understanding and applications of tribology. This book is organized into two parts
encompassing 16 chapters that cover the principles of friction and different types of lubrication.
Chapter 1 deals with the immense scope of tribology and the range of applications in the
existing technology, and Chapter 2 is devoted entirely to the evaluation and measurement of
surface texture. Chapters 3 to 5 present the fundamental concepts underlying the friction of
metals, elastomers, and other materials. The principles of hydrodynamic lubrication are briefly
discussed in Chapter 6, and the mechanisms of boundary and elastohydrodynamic lubrication
are examined in Chapters 7 and 8. Chapter 9 is a generalized treatise on wear and abrasion
phenomena in metals and elastomers, whereas Chapter 10 deals with the internal friction in
solids, liquids, and gases. Chapter 11 is an abbreviated yet thorough treatment of experimental
methods used in tribological studies. The remaining five chapters in this book are devoted to
specific applications, including manufacturing processes, automotive applications,
transportation, locomotion, bearing design, and miscellaneous. This book is an ideal source for
mechanical engineering students.
Tribology, the science of friction, wear and lubrication, is one of the cornerstones of
engineering’s quest for efficiency and conservation of resources. Tribology and dynamics of
engine and powertrain: fundamentals, applications and future trends provides an authoritative
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and comprehensive overview of the disciplines of dynamics and tribology using a multi-physics
and multi-scale approach to improve automotive engine and powertrain technology. Part one
reviews the fundamental aspects of the physics of motion, particularly the multi-body approach
to multi-physics, multi-scale problem solving in tribology. Fundamental issues in tribology are
then described in detail,from surface phenomena in thin-film tribology, to impact dynamics,
fluid film and elastohydrodynamic lubrication means of measurement and evaluation. These
chapters provide an understanding of the theoretical foundation for Part II which includes many
aspects of the physics of motion at a multitude of interaction scales from large displacement
dynamics to noise and vibration tribology, all of which affect engines and powertrains. Many
chapters are contributed by well-established practitioners disseminating their valuable
knowledge and expertise on specific engine and powertrain sub-systems. These include
overviews of engine and powertrain issues, engine bearings, piston systems, valve trains,
transmission and many aspects of drivetrain systems. The final part of the book considers the
emerging areas of microengines and gears as well as nano-scale surface engineering. With its
distinguished editor and international team of academic and industry contributors, Tribology
and dynamics of engine and powertrain is a standard work for automotive engineers and all
those researching NVH and tribological issues in engineering. Reviews fundamental aspects of
physics in motion, specifically the multi-body approach to multi physics Describes essential
issues in tribology from surface phenomena in thin film tribology to impact dynamics Examines
specific engine and powertrain sub-systems including engine bearings, piston systems and
value trains
This title is designed to provide a clear and comprehensive overview of tribology. The book
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introduces the notion of a surface in tribology where a solid surface is described from
topographical, structural, mechanical, and energetic perspectives. It also describes the
principal techniques used to characterize and analyze surfaces. The title then discusses what
may be called the fundamentals of tribology by introducing and describing the concepts of
adhesion, friction, wear, and lubrication. The book focuses on the materials used in tribology,
introducing the major classes of materials used, either in their bulk states or as coatings,
including both protective layers and other coatings used for decorative purposes. Of especial
importance to the tribology community are sections that provide the latest information on
Nanotribology, Wear, Lubrication, and Wear-Corrosion: Tribocorrosion and Erosion-Corrosion.
This new edition draws upon the fundamentals of abrasive machining processes and the
science of tribology to understand, predict, and improve abrasive machining processes. Each
of the main elements of the abrasive machining system is looked at alongside the tribological
factors that control the efficiency and quality of the processes described. The new edition has
been updated to include a variety of industrial applications. Grinding and conditioning of
grinding tools are dealt with in particular detail, and solutions are proposed for many of the
most commonly experienced industrial problems, such as poor accuracy, poor surface quality,
rapid tool wear, vibrations, workpiece burn, and high process costs. The entire book has been
rewritten and restructured, with ten completely new chapters. Other new features include:
Extensive explanations of the main abrasive machining processes such as grinding (including
reciprocating and creep-feed grinding, high-speed high-efficiency deep grinding, external and
internal cylindrical grinding, and centerless grinding), honing, superfinishing, lapping, polishing,
and finishing Discussions of the new classes of abrasives, abrasive tools, and bonding
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materials New case studies and troubleshooting on the most common grinding practices New
coverage on grinding tool conditioning, mechanical dressing, and nonmechanical dressing
processes Detailed explanations of the effects of process input parameters (such as cutting
parameters, workpiece material and geometry, and abrasive tools) on process characteristics,
workpiece quality, tool wear, and process parameters (such as cutting forces and temperature
as well as achievable material removal rate) Updated topics regarding process fluids for
abrasive machining and fluid delivery
The book discusses the basic principles and equations governing Hydrodynamic, Hydrostatic,
Elastohydrodynamic and Gas Lubrication. The author has made an effort to explain the theory
and present an exposition of the fundamentals of fluid film bearings, rolling element bearings,
friction and wear of metals.
This comprehensive and student friendly text gives a clear analysis of the fundamental aspects
of the subject, starting from surface behaviour and contact phenomenon of interfacing surface.
The book elaborates the types, specification and standardization and measurement of surface
irregularities in evaluating triboproperties in relation to friction, lubrication and wear. Besides, it
also discusses various lubricants and their selection. The text reflects the rich and varied
experience of the authors in teaching, research and industry and provides real life cases
encountered by them. This practice-oriented book, which contains a large number of worked-
out examples, exercises and other pedagogic features, is intended as a text for undergraduate
and postgraduate students of production, mechanical and design engineering. It can also be
profitably used as a reference by practising engineers.
This book highlights some of the most important structural, chemical, mechanical and
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tribological characteristics of DLC films. It is particularly dedicated to the fundamental
tribological issues that impact the performance and durability of these coatings. The book
provides reliable and up-to-date information on available industrial DLC coatings and includes
clear definitions and descriptions of various DLC films and their properties.
"Advanced Tribology" is the proceedings of the 5th China International Symposium on
Tribology (held every four years) and the 1st International Tribology Symposium of IFToMM,
held in Beijing 24th-27th September 2008. It contains seven parts: lubrication; friction and
wear; micro/nano-tribology; tribology of coatings, surface and interface; biotribology; tribo-
chemistry; industry tribology. The book reflects the recent progress in the fields such as
lubrication, friction and wear, coatings, and precision manufacture etc. in the world. The book
is intended for researchers, engineers and graduate students in the field of tribology,
lubrication, mechanical production and industrial design. The editors Jianbin Luo, Yonggang
Meng, Tianmin Shao and Qian Zhao are all the professors at the State Key Lab of Tribology,
Tsinghua University, Beijing.
Biodiesel Soot: Tribology, Properties, and Formation covers the basic properties of biodiesel
soot, focusing particularly on its tribological behaviors, dispersion characteristics, and
techniques for controlling and altering its tribological and material behavior. The book begins
with a concise overview of the fundamentals of the properties and preparation of biodiesel,
including coverage of the processes involved in the formation of soot particulates, the influence
of different fuels on formation, and the effects of different soot on air pollution, friction
reduction, and wear resistance of lubricating oil. Other sections cover the influence of biodiesel
soot on engine parts and combustion devices. This book will be of particular interest to
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graduate students and academic or industrial researchers in materials science, as well as
mechanical, automotive and chemical engineering. Covers the tribology, morphology,
composition, structure and dispersion of biodiesel soot in engines Guides problem-solving
related to the effects of biodiesel soot on the tribological properties of lubricating oil Provides
fundamental knowledge on the performance and preparation of biodiesel fuel Discusses the
physical-chemical properties of biodiesel soot from the combustion of different fuels
Tribocorrosion: Fundamentals, Methods, and Materials provides a balanced coverage of recent
advancements in both experimental and computational areas of tribocorrosion, covering the
basic concepts of tribology and electrochemistry, as well as testing set-ups, protocols,
electrochemical methods, and more. It outlines experimental methods, demonstrating the
different effects of material loss due to mechanical and electrochemical actions and looks at
their effects in applied automotive, aerospace and biomedical settings. Standard testing
protocols, tribocorrosion mechanisms in sliding contacts, and modeling and simulation
techniques are all covered at length, as is bio-tribocorrosion and the best ways to prevent it.
Provides a complete overview of tribocorrosion testing, experimentation and modeling methods
that in turn empower safer, environmentally-friendlier and cost-saving applications Balances
experimental and computational methods, thus encouraging readers to define and develop
experimental and investigative techniques specific to their tribo-system of interest Covers
tribocorrosion behavior in passive and non-passive metals and alloys, coatings, modified
surfaces, metal matrix composites, and more
TRIBOLOGY – the study of friction, wear and lubrication – impacts almost every aspect of our
daily lives. The Springer Encyclopedia of Tribology is an authoritative and comprehensive
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reference covering all major aspects of the science and engineering of tribology that are
relevant to researchers across all engineering industries and related scientific disciplines. This
is the first major reference that brings together the science, engineering and technological
aspects of tribology of this breadth and scope in a single work. Developed and written by
leading experts in the field, the Springer Encyclopedia of Tribology covers the fundamentals as
well as advanced applications across material types, different length and time scales, and
encompassing various engineering applications and technologies. Exciting new areas such as
nanotribology, tribochemistry and biotribology have also been included. As a six-volume set,
the Springer Encyclopedia of Tribology comprises 1630 entries written by authoritative experts
in each subject area, under the guidance of an international panel of key researchers from
academia, national laboratories and industry. With alphabetically-arranged entries, concept
diagrams and cross-linking features, this comprehensive work provides easy access to
essential information for both researchers and practicing engineers in the fields of engineering
(aerospace, automotive, biomedical, chemical, electrical, and mechanical) as well as materials
science, physics, and chemistry.
This introductory yet comprehensive book presents the fundamental concepts on the analysis
and design of tribological systems. It is a unique blend of scientific principles, mathematical
formulations and engineering practice. The text discusses properties and measurements of
engineering surfaces, surface contact geometry and contact stresses. Besides, it deals with
adhesion, friction, wear, lubrication and related interfacial pheno-mena. It also highlights recent
developments like nanotribology and fractal analysis with great clarity. The book is intended as
a text for senior under-graduate and postgraduate students of mechanical engineering,
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production/industrial engineering, metallurgy and material science. It can also serve as a
reference for practising engineers and designers.
Fundamentals of Engineering Tribology with ApplicationsCambridge University Press
Tribology for engineers discusses recent research and applications of principles of friction,
wear and lubrication, and provides the fundamentals and advances in tribology for modern
industry. The book examines tribology with special emphasis on surface topography, wear of
materials and lubrication, and includes dedicated coverage on the fundamentals of micro and
nanotribology. The book serves as a valuable reference for academics, tribology and materials
researchers, mechanical, physics and materials engineers and professionals in related
industries with tribology. Edited and written by highly knowledgeable and well-respected
researchers in the field Examines recent research and applications of friction, wear and
lubrication Highlights advances and future trends in the industry
Updated to include the timely and important topics of MEMS and rolling friction, Principles of
Tribology is a compilation of current developments from tribology research, coupled with
tribology fundamentals and applications. Essential topics include lubrication theory, lubrication
design, friction mechanism, wear mechanism, friction control, and their applications. Besides
classical tribology content, the book also covers intersecting research areas of tribology, as
well as the regularities and characteristics of the tribological phenomena in practice.
Furthermore, it presents the basic theory, numerical analysis methods and experimental
measuring techniques of tribology as well as their application in engineering. Newly expanded
and updated to include new tribological material on MEMS and green tribology, its key
concepts and applications Systematically brings the reader through fundamental theories,
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basic mechanisms through to the latest research Emphasizes practical tribological
phenomena, supported by numerical analysis and experimental measurement techniques
Discusses nano-tribology, thin film lubrication and its applications, topics which are growing in
importance A comprehensive look at the fundamentals and latest research, this second edition
of Principles of Tribology is an essential textbook for graduate and senior undergraduate
students specializing in tribology and related mechanical engineering fields.
This book helps students and practicing scientists alike understand that a comprehensive
knowledge about the friction and wear properties of advanced materials is essential to further
design and development of new materials. With important introductory chapters on the
fundamentals, processing, and applications of tribology, the book then examines in detail the
nature and properties of materials, the friction and wear of structural ceramics, bioceramics,
biocomposites, and nanoceramics, as well as lightweight composites and the friction and wear
of ceramics in a cryogenic environment.
Shows how algorithms developed from the basic principles of tribology can be used in a range
of practical applications in mechanical devices and systems. Includes: bearings, gears, seals,
clutches, brakes, tyres.
The role that friction and contact play in the processes of wear and planarization on material
surfaces is central to the understanding of Chemical-Mechanical planarization (CMP)
technology, particularly when applied to nanosurfaces. Tribology in Chemical-Mechanical
Planarization presents a detailed account of the CMP process in a language that is suitable for
tribology professionals as well as chemists, materials scientists, physicists, and other applied
scientists and engineers in fields of semiconductors and microelectronics. The first half of the
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book is devoted to CMP, while the other focuses on the fundamentals of tribology. As the first
source to integrate CMP and tribology, the book illustrates the important role that these fields
play in manufacturing and technological development. It follows with an examination of
tribological principles and their applications in CMP, including integrated circuits, basic
concepts in surfaces of contacts, and common defects. Other topics covered in depth include
basics of friction, flash temperature, lubrication fundamentals, basics of wear, polishing
particles, and pad wear. The book concludes its focus with CMP practices, discussing
mechanical aspects, pad materials, elastic modulus, and cell buckling. Expanding upon the
science and technology of tribology to improve the reliability, maintenance, and wear of
technical equipment and other material applications, Tribology in Chemical-Mechanical
Planarization provides scientists and engineers with clear foresight to the future of this
technology.
Fundamentals of Friction, unlike many books on tribology, is devoted to one specific topic:
friction. After introductory chapters on scientific and engineering perspectives, the next section
contains the necessary background within the areas of contact mechanics, surfaces and
adhesion. Then on to fracture, deformation and interface shear, from the macroscopic behavior
of materials in frictional contact to microscopic models of uniform and granular interfaces.
Lubrication by solids, liquids and gases is presented next, from classical flow properties to the
reorganization of monolayers of molecules under normal and shear stresses. A section on new
approaches at the nano- and atomic scales covers the physics and chemistry of interfaces, an
array of visually exciting simulations, using molecular dynamics, of solids and liquids in sliding
contact, and related AFM/STM studies. Following a section on machines and measurements,
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the final chapter discusses future issues in friction.
"Presents explanation on the theories and applications of hydrodynamic thrust bearing, gas
(air) lubricated bearing and elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication"--
The main goal in preparing this book was to publish contemporary concepts, new discoveries
and innovative ideas in the field of surface engineering, predominantly for the technical
applications, as well as in the field of production engineering and to stress some problems
connected with the use of various surface processes in modern manufacturing of different
purpose machine parts. This book is an attempt to introduce science into the study of surface
treatment processes. Tribology offers a good approach for describing abrasive machining and
coating processes and offers the ability to predict some of the outputs of the processes. The
study of friction, forces, and energy explores the importance of the various factors which
govern the stresses and deformations of abrasion. The effects of grain shape, depth of
penetration, and lubrication on the process forces are explored. The tribology of
nanostructured surfaces involves many fundamental and scientific issues. More importantly, it
has tremendous applications in industries. It is a powerful tool to regulate friction, adhesion,
and wetting of surfaces by altering their geometric textures and material compositions at the
nanoscale, and, hence, to control the tribological performance of the engineering surfaces.
Various factors affect the performance of electrical contacts, including tribological, mechanical,
electrical, and materials aspects. Although these behaviors have been studied for many years,
they are not widely used or understood in practice. Combining approaches used across the
globe, Electrical Contacts: Fundamentals, Applications, and Technology integrates advances
in research and development in the tribological, material, and analytical aspects of electrical
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contacts with new data on electrical current transfer at the micro- and nanoscales. Taking an
application-oriented approach, the authors illustrate how material characteristics, tribological
behavior, and loading impact the degradation of contacts, formation of intermetallics, and
overall reliability and performance. Coverage is divided broadly into three sections, with the
first focused on mechanics, tribology, materials, current and heat transfer, and basic reliability
issues of electrical contacts. The next section explores applications, such as power
connections, electronic connections, and sliding contacts, while the final section presents the
diagnostic and monitoring techniques used to investigate and measure phenomena occurring
at electrical contact interfaces. Numerous references to current literature reflect the fact that
this book is the most comprehensive survey in the field. Explore an impressive collection of
data, theory, and practical applications in Electrical Contacts: Fundamentals, Applications, and
Technology, a critical tool for anyone investigating or designing electrical equipment with
improved performance and reliability in mind.
Comprehensive coverage of fluid film lubrication Written by global experts in the field, this in-
depth engineering resource discusses the theory, design, analysis, and application of fluid film
lubrication, providing proven methods for reducing friction in rotating machinery components.
The book thoroughly addresses all aspects of the topic, from viscosity and rotor-bearing
dynamics to elastohydrodynamic lubrication and fluid inertia effects. Fully worked examples,
analytical and numerical methods of solutions, practice problems, and detailed illustrations are
included in this authoritative reference. Fundamentals of Fluid Film Lubrication covers:
Introduction to tribology Viscosity and rheology of lubricants Mechanics of lubricant films and
basic equations Hydrodynamic lubrication Finite bearings Thermohydrodynamic analysis of
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fluid film bearings Design of hydrodynamic bearings Dynamics of fluid film bearings Externally
pressurized lubrication Fluid inertia effects and turbulence in fluid film lubrication Gas-
lubricated bearings Hydrodynamic lubrication of rolling contacts Elastohydrodynamic
lubrication Vibration analysis with lubricated ball bearings Thermal effect in rolling–sliding
contacts
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